PeerNet serves as a leading online peer review management tool, utilized for more than 1,100 evaluation and reviews. In a world of high-speed, data-driven results, a streamlined peer review process is critical in ensuring that the highest quality proposals are funded.

**Key Features:**

PeerNet is specifically designed to facilitate effective peer reviews by using ORAU’s proprietary and easy-to-navigate online portal. Short for Proposal Evaluation and Electronic Review Network, PeerNet is a structured system where:

- Review scores and comments from multiple subject matter experts are entered
- Common criteria and scoring methods allow for apples-to-apples comparisons
- Data is delivered quickly to inform decision making

**New Features:**

PeerNet is continuously updated with new features designed to improve peer review efficiency.

- **Proposal Collection** – This feature will allow program leads to customize proposal submission criteria and seamlessly, electronically collect submitted proposals and associated documents from principal investigators.
- **Reviewer Portal** – This feature will allow reviewers and peer review support staff to securely exchange documents and information.
- **Contributor Assistance** – This feature will allow principal investigators to identify, assign, and grant permissions to individuals providing assistance in the proposal writing process.

To learn more about PeerNet and ORAU’s scientific peer review capabilities, visit [orau.org](http://orau.org).
Who We Are

Scientific and technical contractor
75 years of experience
150+ member university consortium
501(c)(3) nonprofit status
Specialized expertise:
- Workforce Development & Technical Staffing
- Scientific Assessment
- Health & Environment
- Preparedness & Response
- Research & University Partnerships

Ways to Work With Us

GSA Contracts
- Professional Services - http://orau.us/gsaschedule
- Human Resources Services - http://orau.us/hrgsaschedule
- One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) - http://orau.us/oasis

Strategic Partnerships
Project agreements under Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education contract with the U.S. Department of Energy

Agency-Specific Contracts
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